SAFETY INFORMATION

Please read and understand this entire manual before attempting to assemble, operate or install the product.

CAUTION:

• To ensure balanced fan operation, replace all blades on the fan at the same time. Do not mix and match old blades with new blades.
• Ensure your fan meets the requirements of this accessory item; these blades were designed to fit most 42 in. and 52 in., 4 or 5 blade ceiling fans.

PREPARATION

Before beginning assembly of product, make sure all parts are present. If any part is missing or damaged, do not attempt to assemble the product.

Estimated Assembly Time: 20 minutes

Tools Required for Assembly (not included): Phillips Screwdriver and Drill

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

1. Remove the existing blade arms from the underside of the motor on the ceiling fan and then remove old blades from blade arms. (Save all screws and washers.) Align hole in new blade (A) with center hole in one of the blade arms. Install a blade washer and screw through the center hole and partially tighten, adjusting the blade arm as needed until it is centered. Once you’re sure blade arm is in the correct position, mark outer blade screw holes with a pencil (not included), then remove blade arm from blade (A). Repeat for each blade (A).

CAUTION: It is extremely important that the blade arm screw holes are aligned and centered properly before drilling any holes. Failure to do this may result in unbalanced fan operation or wobble.

2. Use drill bit (B) and drill (not included) to drill at marked locations on blade (A).

3. Partially insert three blade screws along with three blade washers through one blade (A) and into one blade arm. Tighten each blade screw with a Phillips screwdriver (not included), starting with the one in the middle. Repeat this step for remaining blades (A).

4. Re-attach blade arms to motor using the original motor screws that were removed in Step 1. Tighten all motor screws securely.